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1. 'riie Problem
In the starting operation of a new liquid-propulsion rocket for
test iti rposes, pressure peaks -- so-called ignition shocks --
apr , ,_ i,-cd repeatedly during the ignition phase. Ignition was ob-
tain(!J with the hypergolic propellant combination of hydrazine-
nitric acid under ambient conditions. Since ignition shocks
n	 '.(. avoided in a combustion chamber equipped for test purposes
wi ^.i	 quartz windows, an investigation of the cause of this
phc n . ).- c.r.on wl.-is urgently required.
It w i:; f - Cund that, in this case, unusually great ignition delays
occ::-.:uC., during which the combustion chamber became charged with
pro !_)a ..^^:r.t. The sL.udy which follows is therefore concerned with
the affect of the mechanical preparation of propellants on the
ignit:-( .. process, which -- aside from other ir.,:luences -- p lays an
importrnt part in the generation of ignition shocks. The investi-
ca L,')::s were conducted using an impinging-stream element under
conditions, with particular emphasis on the propellant
ccr_)Lnation of hydrazine-.nitric acid, as compared with hydrazine-
, 2 0 4 , UD.M11-N , O ,l , and A-501NTO.
2. Norle ncl a ture ( On Preceding Page)
3. :2.cE ,lt. Studies of the Problem of Ignition Shock
In	 : .Lein with the relationship between the mechanical preparation
of p-:oI,E:L-ants and the ignition delay investigated by DFL, new Ameri-
cas: atud i cis concerning the problem of ignition shock are referred to.
MOSt i-ecarctly, this problem received particular attention because of
the Erequently observed appearance of pressure peaks during re-ignition,
partLcularl y of pulse-propulsion engines. In such motors, it could
be d,:termined without question that nitrates of the propellants used
had =ormad on the combustion chamber wall after cutoff (Refs. 2, 3).
The fuels hydrazine, monomethylhydrazine, UDMH, and A-50 with the
oxidizer N 2 0 4 ,.;Ye investigated. Among the resulting nitrates, hy-
dr;^: L_ - c nitrate has the greatest explosive action while, at the same
ti. : , i.z vi.ng the least sensitivity to shock. The least sensitive is
;.I_.Lr , nitrate, which was formed when UDMH was used as fuel. An
reaction process or decomposition of fuel residues is
as.. z a::ci :o be the, cause of the formation of such nitrates in the
rr.o4o^^:, the residues entering the combustion chamber from the outer
chamber of the injector head even after propellant cutoff when the
valves are shut off. The fact that the nitrates were sometines found
cn lie combustion chamber wall in aqueous solution speaks for this
latter theory. In a subsequent ignition, the accumulated nitrate
3•
smars will necessarily be dissociated more or less forcefully, de-
pending on its amount and chemical composition, and cause a pressure
))eL-ik in the combustion --hamber. The Possibility that such nitrates
ria-v be formed even during combustion in colder combustion cha,aber
areas or on the even cooler chamber walls Js also not excluded
(Refs. 3, 4). These, however, decompose again during the combustion
process in the chamber and therefore have no effect on ignition.
The appearance of ignition shocks during the ignition process in
vacuum is also well known. F. A. Boorady et al. (Ref. 5) describes
his studies of this probler-t, which were necessitated by the failure
of the Gemini Agena 6 satellite experiment. J. A. Simmons et al.
(Ref. 6) cites two possible c-iuses for the appearance of ignition
shocks under s pacc conditions, which may occur simultaneously.
Durin: the ascape of the liquid fuel into the vacuum of `the combustion
c-harrbar, the rapid expansion of the evaporating or prereacting fuel
e^: Gl ::^ in a droll in temperature, which makes ignition difficult.
!"rceze-out even causes a solid coating to fC.im on the chamber
va..l. '.'h,= example of hydrazine- N G shows further that the prereaction
	
cat . t:i::L! place under other than ambient 	 conditions and normal temper•-
i.t,:re. The prereaction hat occurs here obviously appears to be less
exoth.Jrrlal, so that ign-' :ion follows only after the pressure and
ter.perature in the chamber ; iz , re be,.n increased by considerable amounts
of fuel. A sudden combustion in the roew overloaded chamLer then
causes thy: pressure peak.
4. Heat Budget During Ignition
Fart of the heat liberated during the prereaction will now be used
heat.i :g the reaction partners to ignition temperature, since a
::.:ultaneous heat loss to the environment can no longer be avoided.
^,S long as the remaining heat is great enough to cause heating to the
ignition temperature, ignition will take place with more or less
de-lay. Even this indicates that the ignition delay cannot be consid-
E:rc_, d separately from the injection system. The ignition delay values
c:eter:'.lined in a certain system can therefore not be transferred to
,E.ncth_ .* system but must be used as reference values only.
t.ccor,:.ing to the heat-explosion theory, the temporary heat production
of a mixture volume V, as a result of chemical reactions, amounts to
c
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The remaining heat -- usable for ignition -- is, therefore,
_ E
dq - Ff	 .Q.f(c).e RT - a(T - T.d t	 F	 J	 (4.3)
-M V/VD and a = 1/ ,YD (Ref. 7) , with D the diameter of the volume
c:. :^it, the expression in brackets becomes zero or negative below
r_.ain diameter; that is the ignition delay becomes infinite.
To in,luce ignition, then, a minimum amount of reactive components
is re.juired. Otherwise, the ignition delay is lessened with in-
ri• asing reaction heat and falling activation energy -- as can be
rom the above equation -- the greater the reaction velocity
i r,,. t'.c lower the ignition temperature.
(" . s i	 ('te f . 3) describes the process of heat development during
Frer:-!.,_-tion in a model, using coarse mixing as a basis. This causes
bound,,-r-t., layers to be maintained between oxidizer and fuel, so that
the m'.xing or solution of the two liquid components during the pre-
1E'_=ti011 can be controlled by the diffusion process. The heat liber-
Et::-3
	 the first contact with the boundary layer is transferred to
iI . a^.;^t avers of liquid by heat condution. Only after a final
:.i --r -_hic:kn,2ss liberates enough thermal energy through sufficient
^i%g in the prereaction and can compensate at least for the heat
c. _i:ar.ed to the surroundings does the secondary reaction (ignition)
c^ i
	
P -om the root-mean - square displacement x 2 =2 •'X^7:•t for molecular
`cn, the resulting layer thickness x can be approximately
c:: :-c- pined. With diffusion constant , 1	 1G-5 cm2 /sec for liquids
3. :.ynition process of 50 msec, a layer thickness up to onset of
i t.i on o. 7 0.01 nU l results .
]:.
	 ignition can be assured only if the heat removed from the
Ft , -a c.tion products by expansion can be sufficiently replaced by the
^z*:A,i .	 rc:itction.
	 It is known that
dh = dq+ v - dP ,	 (4.4)
so 1_:t dq/cl;: >v • dP/dt would have to be the case in order for
dh/d	 ( (Rcf. 6).
As we hi. , re seen, the temporary heat development of the prereaction
is 3 decisive factor in the ignition delay. Aside from the very
sigr.i^icant chemical parameters, the mechanical propellant preparation
tyr.lrh the injection system also plays an important role in relation
to t:ic physical parameters, such as diffusion, viscosity, and surface
an(! ))oundary-layer tension.
5. Test :getup and Procedure
5.1. ISnition Apparatus
Curr(:::t tests are being conducted with specially constructed ignition
5,
eq • i F ! -;t. (Fig. 9) , whose nozzles can be exchanged and set for
	
c'.i
	
t Injection angles. Thus, the angle between the fuel and
^.:.:.; .;t-reams can be regulated step-wise by 15 0 from 15 to 90
y in.'. to 1::0`x . The nozzle base diameters are 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, and
:. r.. ► At a length-to-diameter ratio I,/D = 10. In order to be able
to c. rtict the propellant streams against each other after a change
in ne::Llea, the nozzle heads can be adjusted by turning during
assembly. The proper postion is checked in a simple water test.
After the subsequent attachment of the propellant ducts, the adjust-
nent can no longer be changed. The free stream length is only 15 mm,
so that an inadmissible stream expansion is avoided. Spengler (Ref. 1)
hki^ r i.ie ignition tests with a free stream length of 4.8 cm at in-
>> pressure drops up to 0.7, and could scarcely detc 	 a
r,^: ;: i_le effect on the ignition delay even at 11.4 cm. A photo-cell
^.':13 APY 12 II) set to the impingement point of the streams,
u liximum spec' - ral sensitivity is in the infrared region (1.9um) ,
.s.!-; the ignition time. A casing can be flange-connected to
i._;.i,.t:ion anoaratus for testing the ignition behavior when there
_s a turn in the ccramber (Fig. 11) .
5.2. Measuring Procedure
Ignit-on delay was measured at various angles between the streams,
^-it sev,oral nozzle base diameters, and using different injection
:10::Z1.:.;. In one series of measurements, the injection pressure of
01Iiy .Ile component was changed at a time and the pressure of the
ot:lers meld constant. This caused the mixture ratio to change at
constant fuel pressure as well as at constant oxidizer pressure in
':;le r-A;-ige o` approximately SZ = 0.3 - 0.6.
_'hrout'i a-atomatic electronic switching, the fuel component whose
:.njecL::.on pressure is varied has enough lead time before the second
r07-0:1 1 ::,t~ to build up the full injection pressure. The moment of
	
;Y	 -i.se of the second component, wh;.ch is introduced under the
	a.	 cond.itons, is used as the arbitrary null point for
1-h^ m-.:asuremnent unt.-L1 the start of ignition (Fig. 8) . The true
L )r (lelay tirn_^, i.e., as measured from the moment of impingement
strsami3, is less by the constant quantity AZV than the
iition delay. Depending on nozzle diameter and pressure,
^n t-.h, ra;ige of 4 to 8 msec. Since with our ignition
.s, usi.ng the fuel combination hydrazine-nitric acid, ignition
c.e_"y:. y n the rangy of 100 to 900 msec were measured, no significant
6isplacemants result from the amount of the difference. On the other
h-a,.d, tl:e ignition delay values of several series of tests with more
re^tcti.vt, Fuels (e.g., A - 50 /NTO) that were made for comparison are in
the. 10-r::s,2c range, so that the difference p ZV is of approximately
equal magnitud3. It must be taken into consideration, however, that
nelthsr would the trend of the curves et,nge as a result of the
co.-.st-::icy of the two !, ZV values during a series of tests, nor would
^h_. .-c,(.r of magnitude of the measured values when they are decreased
	
by	 resides, it must be kept in mind that the ignition delay
values measured with a specific injection system cannot be transferred
i
6.
Iu - t r sys Ceti :gut ca n only be used for comparison. Boorady et
von u:;es Llie moment of valve opening as a point of reference
:ition delay measurements.
6.	 rr ,al -i min aiN, it, suits
6.1. I , n it.i. on Tests at the Injector iiead Without Combustion Chamber
In tc it.. with injector }reads whose combustion chambers had been re-
mcvud, iso ignition occurred in many cases when the combination hy-
dra:Ane-nitric acrid was used. This is noteworthy inasmuch as this
cc- — ina l.-ion is cos:sidered very hypergolic. The tempfirature of the
:s..	 i:: these series of tests was between 15 and 20 C; 98% commercial
rj	 o-id:4...s used. In all cases in which no ignition occurred,
-h i ck, % .ihite, thorgh nearly odorless gas clouds formed when hydrazine
ar_: nitric acid were injected together (Fig. 10) . It is to be
as,Lx-ad that there were the reaction products of an incomplete
rc.-,&ction process; during the injection, a hissing sound was perceived
ne"-rby. In no care was arc-through of the qas clouds observed, al-
L- )i - c:i when the valves were shut ignition of the lagging propellant
die'. c,zcasionally take place at the impingement point of the streams.
Soenc l`r (Ref. 1) also reports on the failure of ignition to occur
in ti,_- inpingino stream procedure, although for less hypergolic
^or;binations, such as H 2 O with aniline, furfuryl alcohol, or UDMH.
The tests with hydrazine-^iitric acid indicated that ignition failed
to take place only under certain injection conditions. Our investi-
Zions showed an unmistakable dependence of the ignition transients
of t.h s combination on nozzle diameter as well as the angle between
the streams (see '.able 1) .
Table 1 shows the increasing ignition transients with increasing
nozzle diameter and impingement angle of the streams.
: ,le,,)sL, rements of the ignition process over a broad pressure range
were entered in Fig. 1 for an impingement angle of 120 and a nozzle
diameter of 1.5 mm. In the tests whose results led to the prepara-
tion of this diagram, no ignition occurred at high oxidizer pressure
(above 11.5 atmospheric excess pressure) and at low fuel pressure
(below 0.8 atmospheric excess pressure), which was apparently a re-
sult of the excessively high oxidizer supply. However, even at very
low oxidizer pressure (below 1.8 atm. ex. press.), ignition was not
sure to he obtained in all cases. On the other hand, in the ignition
teats performed for the remaining diagrams using the fuel combina-
tions hydrazine-N-) 0 4 , A-50, and UDMH-N 2 0 41 ignition was attained in
all cas--s over the entire pressure range represented.
In contrast to the hydrazine-nitric acid combination, no further de-
gradazion of ignition transients or non-ignition coul: be observed
for t'.ie above pro-pellant combinations when the impingement angle
was red%iced to 60° or with a minimum nozzle diameter of 0.8 mm.
In answer to the question why the combination hydrazine-nitric acid
7/
clitl not produce ignition when small nozzles or stream diameters were
used, roferonce is made to the ignition requirements discussed in
Chapter 4. According to these, a minimum volume, i.e., also a mini-
mum diameter, is required for reasons of a sufficiently large heat
buclact. Apparently, the preceding case fell short of this minimum
diaircter.
A degradation of the ignition transients, or a complete luck of ig-
nition with decreasinq impingement angle is, at first, inexplicable
`n , - tap combination hydrazine-nitric acid in view of the extremely
:.1. r	 t io n delays ( 5 msec) of this combination found by the
C	 :.;t Mth0d. perhaps it is the great surface tension of hy-
cir...^i.i and nitrogen (Fier. 7) -- as compared with the other pro-
that prevents the formation of sufficiently large
l)o•.,nd.i:y layers in which the primary reaction is introduced by
cli:.fusion. It is also conceivable that, especially at a low impinge-
rle:.t angla and great surface tension, a stronger recoil of individual
.laid particles takes place. This could, on the one hand, deprive
thL r!coiling particles of the possibility of sufficient contact time
an , on the other hand, the remaining residue volume could then fall
1)e ' ow the minimum amount required for ignition. Spengler (Ref. 1)
has alreadv indicated the possible effect of the recoil of liquid
particles with respect to ignition. Other experimental works are
;tlsc •:now::, according to which a lowering of the surface tension of
thc^ pi-ouellants led to a decrease in the ignition delay (Refs. 9, 10).
Va arj planning our own experiments along these lines.
I n co-iparing the ignit
nitric acid with those
i:ble ignition delay of
ct2:< at 'r by a factor of
%C.. :'.ible 2 and Figs.
l:o_ A .•5O/NTO.
ion delay values measured by us for hydrazine-
of the other fuel combinations, the consider-
this combination is evident, its values tieing
about 5 to 75 than the minimum measured values
1 to 5). The shortest times were measured
'.`hc_ m^!asu:_ad ignition delay values were entered over the mixture ratio
Even thrugh it can be assumed, according to our investigations, that
this plays only a very secondary role. Clusius (Ref. 8) represents
1:11e poi::t of view that, for the hypergol.ic ignition process, the
s,!: is dometric mexture ratio under no conditions offers optimum ig-
r.^_ - io.i conditions but at best the stoichiometric ratio of the primary
:e..ct:on. For triet-hylamine-nitric acid, for example, this results
:n a :-a:io of 1:0.6 instead of 1:5: Since the mechanical fuel
1.- _a:-ation, among other things, has a considerable effect on ignition
c ;: ir; ; =he injection process, the direction and magnitude of ci^t
1 ss_::-e changes war-. entered in the diagrams. The difference in
,h carves for propellant lead (P DX = constant) and oxidizer lead
i' ) howtaver, need not necessarily be due to this effect alone.
..l.;o be re :ted to the changed fuel preparation resulting from
_ i f ' .::-Ent
 
.inject Lon pressure environment. The problem be investi-
c ^i: -:a ^urt2^er.
'.'.^ 	 s1iows that the ignition delay of hydrazine with nitric acid
cr	 increa,f.,s in some cas,.s with increasing injection pressure
dnd 4) , or that it first decreases and then increases (Fig. 1) .
8
1i
J, injection pressures w..re increased, so that n remained
iil each case, the ignition delay first increased and then
2) . With the fuel czpmbinations UMDII-N 2 0 4 and A- 50/NTO,
a it ion delay decreased with increasing injection pressure.
on ti, 'Jasi , of the studies, it must in any case be stated that
incrc . inc; dissociation of the fuel components certainly does not
,Io hand in hand with a lessening of the ignition delay.
:ilnixing by diffusion occurs more rapidly with a larger sur-
^_	 .:ho same time, the ratio of the liberated to the discharged
l e. t	 .nes rlore unfavorable (see Chap. 4) . The recoil of liquid
J'a tZi	 dascribed by Ppengler should Mao be mentioned again,
L	 I then be lost for , the start of the ignition process.
Ls also understandable why ignition could not be achieved
1v ir.
	 ii.n4 the dissociation if it did not even occur at low in-
c
	
	 -essurc. Similar observations have already been made
ref. 11). According to these, ignition took place more
c:. IL
	 t.:	 .o mixing than with fine spraying. Ignition of
r	 ..ant on* : .- when the injection valve has been shut off also
this ca .:gory . Clus ius (Ref . 8) considers a retardation;
c ___q of A-le primary reaction product with coarse mixing
s^ -n-it the product can be overheated to the ignition
1 E. er .	 5trc:..iq vorticity, on the other hand, is known to cause
th,• bo:,	 iq retardation in liquids to be suspended.
G	 :-in. :ition Tests With Combustion Chamber
Thc-• ignition behavior of the propellant comf , ina,.ion hydrazine-nitric;
^:c--d was also studied with the addition of a combustion chamber
on the injection head. Meassrements of the ignition delay
1111 :c: L' t: E:.^e conditions yielded a delay that was levier by about a
_.zictoi of 3.0 as compared to the impinging stream test without a con-
I,i: IL-ion cnaTM.)er (hig. 6) . It was further determined that ignition
EL:_ :,ys ,,c .:urred, even in those cases in which it was not possible to
ac eve ignition without a combustion. chamber. Ignition also took
p*. ce w-len t:7e chamber was filled with nitrogen gas. During the pre-
:.nary tests, a sp. -ial combustion chamber was also filled with
7.	 cjc2n; the ignitions were detonation-like in this case. For
::u:thar study, the injection head was provided with a movable com-
bustion chamber shroud (Fig. 12). The air space between the injection
hec.d and the shroud could be varied from 0 to 60 mm. It was the task
of th ,u vaZiable air spaca to support the heat discharge, i.e., to
der,rade ignition. It was found, however, that ignition took place
ct^..=,,rite maximum op ,:!%ing of the air space. It `)egan at the edge of
th.: s:ioet-rietal shroud on -he injection side; with a certain position
o_ th-: injection nozzle, ignition even started even at the tie rod
Letween the injac.ion head and shroud.
1'0_ a closer study of the wall effect, the ignition process was
fi'rred through the combustion chamber opening on the nozzle side
(F*g. 13). Because of the partly still quite high ignition delay
9.
: fives , a frequency of about 500 frames per second was sufficient.
t:is:.s %acre bass.-d on settings at which ignition had never
occurred without a combustion chamber. As can be seen in the pic-
tures, ::he prereaction or ignition actually did first take place
at thy: combustion chamber wall.
Yor fur char tests, the inner wall of th- combustion chamber was
Coate: ,. with Teflon. Here, too, ignitio.	 ppeared in those cases in
wh:_ch no ignition occurred in the impinging stream test without ccm-
bu:;ti.)n chamber. A catalytic effect of the wall can therefore be
(^:(. • 1 a 1.!,I .
"h,: s ^.il:t of igni tion at the combustion chamber wall can undoubtedly
1 , t! ex,)lained by the increased contact time of the propellant com-
i)o:;en-s E.s a result of the accumulation on the wall. The required
minimum layer thickness: (see Chap. 4) of the diffused liquids will,
in this case, be reached with more certainty than in the impingement
point of the two propella it stream. Furt',lermore, because of the
accumulation of the liqu^.d particles contained in the prereaction,
1)c3--te:7 heating can be expected than in a spray field. This is also
coverid by the observation that coarse mixing results in more favor-
able ignition conditions than fine spraying. In this connection,
lgnitwon delay mea:,urements by the drop-test method Should also be
: •er.embered, which provided some results, even though ignition did
n.ot occur in the impinging stream experiment (Ref. 1).
7. Pan for a Continuing Test Program
"o cb--.iin carta 4 n ignition, the attei;ipt will be made to ensure that
t: t a :^^:} -g lace in th e vicinity of the impingeme nt point of the pro-
pe:.laat: szre.:ms rather than on the combustion chamber wall in order
to avoid different ignition behaviors on cold and warm combustion
chamber walls, e.g., at restart. Studies of the ignition process in
the impingement point of the propellant streams as well as the layers
W! li-;uid ::laze that are then formed will give clues to the effect of
ur;a^ tension as well as the mechanism of preparation. T h e temper-
.
-::re
 depa:zdenc^. of surface, tension and diffusion in a greater temper-
re range should also be taken into consideration. The measure-)= i. ter:nediate and end-product lines during the pre- eaction a
i;z:tion is another important subject for investigation. In
c:o : e : .;ion with the above studies, more should be discovered about
,_h a > ,3urer t-ly better ignition with coarse mixing, which, from the
l u t: = v:i_ew of good combustion efficiency, would not be at 	 all
After these basic investigations have been performed under
c^-, lditio:l: , the complex ignition problems of liquid pro-
a :.s should be observed under vacuum conditions.
10
t . ).i t-	 in ;:: , e impinging stream Process were performed for
of in %. :.,tigat:ing the effects of various injection con-
^:.. e:i.; oa iclnitioa. Changes were made in the injection nozzle
c'..; a :: , Impingemont angle of the two streams, injection pressure,
V .x:.tir,i ratio. Tr( ,+:uai^s also included a separate injection
1^c3 c• l; k►^Ll as an in.),_:c; Lon system provided with a combustion
-L• h	 r i,-oud. O:' paa-ticular interest was the propellant com-
t	 1razine--iAtri., acid; for comparison of the results,
Trade with A-50, UMD11, and N 2 0 4 . The experiments
< <	 _:	 :^' under arr:bicnt conditions.
In .h . -E:3'ia with separate injection systems without combustion
ch. t.	 it was found that the propellant combination hydrazine-
r.;	 ..cid achieved ignition only under certain injection conditions.
•i^tion transients increased with increasing impingement angle
,;Ei, , 1,), 120 0 ) and increasing diameter (0.8, 1.0 1 1.5 mm) .	 The
r e 	 • ^d ignition delays were up to 75 times greater for this pro-
1•e:_ a.L': combination than the shortest ignition delays of A-50/NTO.
the injection pressures, i.e., a finer spray, did not in
qe::c r:::. result in either a lessening of the ignition delay nor in
ignition if the latter had not previously occurred.
When the injection system was surrounded with a combustion chamber
shroud, ignition took place even in those cases in which it did not
occur wit:7 a se parate injection system. It could be proven that ir.
cases ignition took place on the combustion chamber wall. NJ
ca--.al . t.ic wall effects appeared. The ignition delay times for.
hyv -,ra:;ine--nitric acid were less by a factor of 10 when a shroud was
used ;.,aan when it was not. Finally, a continuing test program is
consi:,a-rEd.
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'Cert. "n,:i.) for his interest in this work and his advice on the
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^:o :^r. Zocher (Eng.) for the execution of the electronic work, as
we -!1 as to all colleagues -'or the detailed discussions which con-
tribut:ed to the clarification of several significant problems and
became an integral part of this study.
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9. I gnition setup for hypergolic ignition in the impinging stream
process
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]G, :Incomplete reaction of hydrazine with nitric acid
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li.	 Lion setup with mounted combustion chamber shroud
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12." Ttrnition setup with adjustable combustion chamber shroud
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13. Devdlopment of ignition on the combustion chamber wall
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